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grievances” and “conspiracies”. He noted this “upswing” in grievance and conspiracy-fuelled
extremism is concerning because “many of the radicalised actors involved are newcomers”,
having never been involved in extremism before.2 Complicating this, these individuals seem
to constitute a highly diverse group, with libertarians, anti-vaxxers, sovereign citizen groups,
right-wing groups, and QAnon believers among the mix.3

4. Content of this submission: Project background and data
In this submission I outline research that I and my colleagues4 undertook at Griffith
University in 2020. The research explored how the COVID-19 pandemic influenced
extremist views in Australia. In April and October 2020 we conducted survey research with
Australians from around the country. In April 2020, 1,595 Australians participated in the
research—including 282 Victorians (18% of the sample). In October 2020, 779 Australians
participated—including 368 Victorian residents (47% of the sample). A greater proportion of
Victorians likely participated in the October survey as Victorians had experienced the longest
period of time in lockdown during the COVID-19 pandemic and Victoria at the time had
experienced the highest number of COVID-19 cases and deaths. The survey perhaps provided
Victorians with an outlet to express their opinions about their State’s approach to managing
the pandemic.
The first survey in April was conducted 4-weeks after Prime Minister Scott Morrison closed
Australia’s international border to non-residents and ordered the entire country into
lockdown. The first survey focused on public perceptions of the authorities’ handling of the
early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic (Federal and State politicians, Federal and State
health authorities; State police), public fear of the virus, and self-reported compliance with
COVID-19 lockdown restrictions. The second survey in October 2020 was undertaken 6months into the pandemic. This second survey was conducted because we noticed as the
pandemic progressed that certain segments of the population had become emboldened to
express extreme views about politicians, police, health officials, academic experts and the
COVID-19 virus. What we saw around the country was regular violations of public health
restrictions, blatant disrespect for authority, and the spreading of misinformation and
conspiracies online about the virus and authorities. We also observed a rise in people
believing in conspiracy theories that undermined public health responses to the pandemic,
and a concerning phenomenon of libertarians, anti-vaxxers, populist far right groups,
sovereign citizen groups, and conspiracy theorists congregating at anti-lockdown protests
across the country and sometimes engaging in violent protest. We were interested in
exploring the following topics in the second October 2020 survey:
1) Australians’ attitudes and views about the COVID-19 pandemic;
2) Australian’s views about authorities’ handling of the pandemic (including
trust/distrust in politicians, health authorities and police);
3) The prevalence of extremist attitudes, including sovereign citizen beliefs and
conspiracy-fuelled extremist beliefs among survey respondents;
4) Willingness to defy, resist or disregard police authority, and willingness to disregard
COVID-19 rules.
ASIO, ‘Director-General’s Annual Threat Assessment’; https://www.asio.gov.au/publications/speechesandstatements/director-generals-annual-threat-assessment-2022 html; accessed May 3, 2022.
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Roose 2022. How ‘freedom rally’ protesters and populist right-wing politics may play a role in the federal
election. The Conversation, February 15.
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4.1. Survey methodology
All survey participants resided in Australia at the time of completing the survey and all were
aged 18+. The two surveys both contained a representative spread of women and men,
included all age groups and income groups, and individuals from all States/Territories in
Australia. Participants were recruited to our study via Facebook. This recruitment method
was chosen as Facebook had been used by Australians as a platform to spread misinformation
and conspiracy theories regarding the COVID-19 pandemic.5 It also enabled the greatest
chance of obtaining responses from individuals with more extreme attitudes. For further
details on the methodology of both the April and October surveys and the representativeness
of each survey sample see Footnote 6 for links to the Survey Technical Reports.6

5. Survey Findings
This submission presents a snapshot of findings from both surveys relevant to the scope of
the Victorian Parliamentary Inquiry on Extremism. I first outline Victorian residents’ trust in
various institutions and compare them to Australians living in other States/Territories (ie.
trust in Federal Government, State/Territory Government, Federal and State/Territory Health
Departments, and police). Importantly, I show that trust changed over the first 6-months of
the COVID-19 pandemic for both Victorians and Australians living elsewhere. Security
agencies suggest that the isolation experienced by individuals during the COVID-19
pandemic caused more Australians to become radicalised.7 As such, it is important to present
findings specific to trust to ascertain whether:
(a) Victorians are generally less trusting of authorities than other Australians, or
(b) Whether changes in Victorians’ trust levels over time was more extreme than
elsewhere in Australia, and whether this may have been brought about by the COVID19 pandemic.
Following this, I use the survey data collected in October 2020 to focus on Victorians only. I
compare those Victorians who self-identified as holding extreme far-right political views
(n=67) to Victorians who did not self-identify as holding extreme far-right political views
(n=301). Of interest is to examine whether extreme far-right Victorians have higher levels of
distrust in politicians and authorities (addressing Terms of Reference (a)), and whether they
are more likely to adhere to other forms of extremism (addressing Terms of Reference (f)).8
Together the findings speak to how the COVID-19 pandemic may have inadvertently
contributed the rise of far-right extremism in Australia (addressing Terms of Reference (c)).
5

Bruns et al. 2020. ‘Corona? 5G? or both?’: The dynamics of COVID-19/5G conspiracy theories on Facebook.
Media International Australia, 177, 12.
6
Survey 1 Technical Report: https://www.griffith.edu.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0032/1163669/COVID-19Attitudes-to-Authority-Technical-Report-July-2020.pdf. Survey 2 Technical Report:
https://www.griffith.edu.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0027/1308861/COVID-19-Attitudes-to-Authority-Wave-2Technical-Report-March-2021-FINAL.pdf.
7 ASIO, ‘Director-General’s Annual Threat Assessment’; https://www.asio.gov.au/publications/speechesandstatements/director-generals-annual-threat-assessment-2022 html; accessed May 3, 2022.
8
Extreme far-right political views were determined by asking survey respondents the following question: ‘Some
people talk about "left" (e.g. Australian Labour Party; Greens), "right" (e.g. Liberal National Party; One
Nation), and "centre" to describe political parties and politicians. With this in mind, where would you place
yourself in terms of your support for political parties?”. Responses were provided on a 1=very left-wing to
4=centre to 7=very right-wing scale. The average response provided in the October 2020 survey was M=4.14
(SD=1.49). Survey respondents who selected responses 6 or 7 were categorised as holding extreme far right
political views.
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Table 1. Relationships (bi-variate correlations) between key variables for extreme far-right
Victorians (n=67): Survey 2 data only
Variable
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1. Trust in State Gov’t
1
2. Trust in local police
.45*
1
3. Conspiracy mentality
-.40* -.43* 1
4. Worry about freedoms
-.34* -.47* .66*
1
5. Right not to wear mask
-.35* -.34* .43*
.58*
1
6. Right to refuse giving
-.20
-.31* .31*
.38*
.34*
1
my details to police
7. Right to travel anytime
-.37* -.30* .27*
.46*
.59*
.34*
1
8. Resist police
-.11
-.35* .32*
.26*
.29*
.21
.18
1
9. Disengage from police
-.11
-.38* .32*
.31*
.26*
.34*
.26*
.47*
1
10. Duty to obey authority
.37*
.39*
-.42*
-.51* -.69*
-.36* -.66* -.42* -.40* 1
11. Complied fully with
.28*
.32*
-.14
-.15
-.48*
-.16
-.41* -.41* .60*
.60*
COVID restrictions
12. Will take vaccine
.19
.37*
-.59*
-.59* -.48*
-.21
-.26* -.27* -.32* .54*
*indicates a significant relationship between variables; scores range between -1 and +1. Negative scores
indicate as one variable increases the other decreases; Positive scores indicate as one variable increases the
other also increases (eg. those who trust State Gov’t more also trust police more; those who trust State Gov’t
more are less likely to believe in conspiracy theories, etc).

6. Conclusion
This submission to the Parliamentary Inquiry on Extremism in Victoria addressed the
following three Terms of Reference:
a. the rise of the far-right extremist movements in Victoria in the context of:
iv. the distrust of governments and politicians (see Section 5.2 of this
submission);
c. how the COVID-19 pandemic has affected the growth of far-right extremism in the
Victorian context (see Section 5.1 of this submission);
f. the links between far-right extremist groups, other forms of extremism, and populist
radical right and anti-vaccine misinformation groups (see Section 5.3 of this
submission).
The findings of the research presented in this submission suggests that distrust in
governments and politicians may be associated with an increase in far-right extremist
movements in Victoria, and that this distrust in governments and politicians has been
exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. The findings also point to there being a possible
link between individuals who hold far-right extremist political beliefs and beliefs in other
forms of extremism, such as radical right views, conspiracy theory beliefs, and anti-vaccine
sentiment. Of course, the data on which these conclusions are drawn are cross-sectional in
nature. Hence, the implied causal relationships between variables must be taken with caution.
As noted at the beginning of Section 5.3.3 extremist beliefs do not necessarily transition to
extremist behaviour. This submission should thus be considered with this in mind.
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